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HOME VIEW
Deryn Thorpe

Looks smart in Yokine

THE face of Yokine is changing for the better
as outdated housing is replaced by smart
duplex and triplex developments.

This complex of three homes, two single-storey 
residences at the front and a town house behind, is one of
the smartest in the suburb and has a stylish rendered 
exterior with charcoal-hued roof tiles and columns 
supporting the front-facing porticos.

What sets these homes apart from others on the market
is the attention to detail in every area. One example is the
extra-wide driveway at the side of the complex which
adjoins a fence painted in the same tan colour as the render
on the buildings — adding a feeling of continuity to the
development.

Inside, the homes have tiled floors and small finishing
details such as the square brick columns that define the
lounge, which is mostly open to the entry hall.

The impressive open-plan living areas have a ceiling with a
bulkhead providing a coffered effect and quartz halogen
downlights.

Timber-veneer cupboards in the kitchen provide a 
“furniture look” to the cooking area, which has postformed

benchtops, a double-door pantry and a timber-capped
upstand acting as a splashback and screening kitchen clutter
from the dining area.

Timber cupboards also feature in the laundry, which is
adjacent to the kitchen and contains a huge walk-in linen
press.

A sliding door in the dining area opens to the paved
courtyard, which has an arched roof pergola.

There is a door from the double garage into the 
courtyard and another into the living areas, meaning that
potting mix and other gardening materials do not need to
be tracked through the house.

The main bedroom is spacious and has both an ensuite
and walk-in wardrobes. Sliding mirror-door wardrobes make
the minor bedrooms seem bigger.

In the main bathroom is both a bath and a shower with a
separate toilet next door. �

The Yokine complex was an entrant in the 2003
HIA-ANZ Housing Awards in the medium density,
up to $150,000 per dwelling, category. It was
designed by Frank Gullini and built by Mulvay
Builders, phone 9446 6716.

An arched roof shelters the paved courtyard.

Porticos with columns add an elegant touch. Tiled floors lend practical beauty.

“I’d 

like to

extend my

appreciation

to clients and 

all                who have

been  involved in the

production of our homes

during the past year. At this

time I like to           give our

people every opportunity to be 

with their families. For this reason

our      office will be closed from

December 23rd to January 5th and 

our display centers will    be closed 

from December 15th to January 2nd. For 

sales information please phone 9446 5500. 

May the      Christ of Christmas bring you peace 

and joy. Wise men sought out Christ when he was

born   and   wise   men   and   women   seek   him   today.”
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THE GUYS AT  ARCH ISTONE

KNOW A GREAT ROCK FACE  

WHEN THEY SEE I T !
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Is the lack of choice in modern wall surfaces driving you up the wall? 

Archistone now have the answer. Their huge range of

crafted feature stone will really add life to new or

existing walls and landscaping projects, inside

or outside. And the varied range of colours

and textures will give you endless options

and variations. 

Call your Archistone expert today!

Osborne Park 44 O’Malley St 9346 8700

Jandakot 834 Northlake Rd 9414 8151

Mandurah 85 Gordon Rd 9581 7611

Ideas to inspire the imagination: www.archistone.com.au


